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Written by
Fiona Kent

This is your free
sample of Tess Gets the Bin

Reading Bug

TopReading Bug
Tip
Relate your child’s
experiences to what
they read. Have they
ever planted a seed
and grown a plant?

About this book
This book explores
how a lettuce plant
grows. The first page
shows what is needed
to make lettuce grow.
The next few pages
show the process,
from planting seeds
to different stages of
growth. Finally, we
see lettuce washed
and ready to eat in a
sandwich!

How to use this wordless book
1. With your child, do the ‘Sound practice’
below.
2. Look at the front cover together.
3. Talk about where you should start the
book.
4. Ask your child to use the pictures to tell
you about the seed growing.
5. Ask questions such as: ‘What is happening
to the seed/lettuce plant now?’ or ‘What
will happen next?’.

Sound
practice

Sound spotting
Look through this book with
your child. Find all the things
that start with the ‘s’ sound.

Bug Time fun is
on the back page!

Fact f ile

Bug Time!

Ask your child what a
seed needs to grow into
a plant.

Do it!
Suggest that your child plants a seed to grow
their own plant. Ask them to think about
what they will need to grow a plant.
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Answer Fact ﬁle Water, sun and soil
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Note from the publisher
Pearson has robust editorial processes, including answer
and fact checks, to ensure the accuracy of the content
in this publication, and every effort is made to ensure
this publication is free of errors. We are, however, only
human, and occasionally errors do occur. Pearson is not
liable for any misunderstandings that arise as a result of
errors in this publication, but it is our priority to ensure
that the content is accurate. If you spot an error, please
do contact us at resourcescorrections@pearson.com so
we can make sure it is corrected.
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That’s the end of
your free sample.

Speak to us
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